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Visual media are changing the way we engage our publics through
advertising and PR.
Communicators face two challenges in this dynamic environment:
(1) making the right choices in employing visual media within the
constraints of time and budget, and
(2) keeping up with the proliferation of visual tools and media platforms.
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What are we gonna do?
This course explores how the technologies of
the digital age are bringing on the next wave
of profound changes in perception.
Understanding these changes helps us make
more strategic decisions in the way we do PR
and advertising.
McLuhan held that, centuries before the
advent of today’s powerful visual media, the
printed word itself had transformed us from an
oral society to a visual one. This divided us,
because you can only look at one thing at a
time. Now social technologies are making us a
village again, but this time we are a global
village.
This course will look at at how we
communicate visually…how are brains dictate
what our eyes see…and how technology
continues to transform art, science and
humanity. Most importantly, we will discuss
what all of this means for us as strategic
communicators.
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What are we gonna learn?
It is not possible to be an expert on every
digital tool, application and platform out
there. But if you learn the underlying
principles behind typography, graphic
design, and good storytelling, then you will
be a more effective communicator and
successful practitioner.

Course Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Learn history, science, and psychology of visual
communication
Develop and implement strategy with visual
communication
Develop skills as visual storyteller
Learn to use data in storytelling
Apply and share your learning both individually
and working as part of a team
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What are we gonna need?
Books

Software

You can get both for like
$50-$60.
You need these, so get
them now. You will want
to keep them, so its an
investment.

Free for Rowan students.
You log on through Citrix
to access. We will use
InDesign or Photoshop
to design, and excel to
visualize data.

$0, but also everything.

YOU

You are paying money to
be here. Show up. Give a
shit. Have fun. Take
chances. Care about
something. Learn hard.
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Assignments
We only meet 14 or so times, so each week matters. Usually we will meet for an hour or so, then take a short
break, and meet again for another hour-ish. Here is what your grade will roughly consist of:

Various in-class exercises and attendance (individual) 25%
-show up and engage. If there is a reading, be prepared to discuss.
-participate and demonstrate competency in various activities (design mock-ups, data visualization, etc.) and show results from “digital play
time”

Present-a-Chapter (individual) 25%
-you will be responsible for teaching one chapter out of the book to the class. You will give a brief lecture on its contents and prepare some kind
of activity or illustration of it’s ideas

Double Dare Data Dive (team) 25%
-Your team will be given a brand + event and have a limited amount of time to come up with the best use of data in response. This will be a semicompetition in order to simulate real-world scenarios for crisis communication and brand responsiveness.

Final Project (team) 25%
-Your team will work on a strategic campaign. You will pitch your idea during the final week of class. The goal of this project is to incorporate
everything you learned in class and develop some cool work for your portfolio. The project will address Professor Pittman’s Holy Brand Trifecta:

Brand
Problem

Human/Universal
Problem

Social
Problem
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Stuff that has to be on a syllabus
CONDUCT
Student communication is always expected to be courteous, professional, and in conjunction with Rowan University's code of conduct (available at http://www.rowan.edu/provost/
policies). Correspondence that denotes conduct unbecoming of a student will be reported to the office of student affairs.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
The vitality of any academic program is rooted in its integrity. It is essential to Rowan University that the grades awarded to students reflect only their own individual efforts and
achievements. Each segment of the academic community, e.g., faculty, students and administration, is responsible for the academic integrity of the University. Academic
dishonesty, in any form, will not be tolerated. Students found to have committed an act of academic dishonesty may be subject to failure in the course, suspension from the
University, or both. For complete details of Rowan University’s Academic Integrity Policy, visit http://www.rowan.edu/provost/policies.
Professional Conduct Expected During Class: Treat this class as you would a business meeting by being prepared, providing value to the discussions, acting professionally,
and remaining courteous and sensitive to the conflicting ideas and thoughts. Cell phones MUST be turned off and put away during class. Students who text or use their phones
during class will be given a zero for that day and asked to leave the class. The professor will manage the class as he/she would manage an agency meeting, brainstorming
session or professional development session. Simply, participation and preparation are required elements for success. In addition.
• Remember there are no bad ideas. All ideas must be treated with respect and seriousness. However, keep in mind that you should mentally review the strategic
appropriateness of any ideas you have.
• Constant student/professor interaction is essential. Everyone must contribute.
• Only one meeting/discussion can take place at a time so avoid side conversations.
• Act and present yourself professionally.
Obviously
Some stuff on this syllabus will change. To stay up to date check blackboard and come to class. When in doubt, email me.

TL/DR
-Be chill
-Don’t be shady

